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must be. This conclusion is further corroborated by progress of navigation, and the increased security of life 
astronomical observations. Science has recorded the and property. In this field England has always taken 
passage of comets as only some minutes' distance from the lead, and the efforts of l\Ir. Hartnup at Liverpool are 
the surface of the sun ; these bodies must have traversed a worthy continuation of the labours of Flamstead, 
the coronal atmosphere, and yet, notwithstanding the Bradley, and Airy. \Vhile the Greenwich Observatory 
lightness of their mass, they did not fall into the sun. has caused a great improvement in the general standard 

I shall add here, as to the constitution of the coronal of the chronometers bought for the use of the Govern
atmosphere, a few ideas which do not rigorously flow ment vessels, l\Ir. Hartnup has sought to effect a similar 
from my obsen·ations, but which appear to me very pro- reform for the mercantile marine. He has insisted on 
bable, but upon which the future must pronounce. the vital importanc;e to ship-masters, as well as to ownen 

I said, apropos of the observations in the telescope, and insurance companies, of the careful determination of 
that the corona was shown at Shoolor with a form almost the rates of their chronometers as affected by tempera
square, and that it was distinguished by gigantic dahlia- ture. The makers of these instruments and the astro
like petals. Itis a fact that in each eclipse the figure of namers who use them carefully have always known that 
the corona has often varied ; it has exhibited the most which captains of vessels have been very slow to profit 
eccentric appearances. I have no hesitation in saying by-i.e. that the chronometers are, when made, so 
that this medium, now incontestably recognised, and adjusted that they keep perfect time at two temperatures, 
which I propose to name the" coronal atmosphere," very such as 55~ and 85° F., while between these limits they 
probably does not represent the whole of the aureole gain, and beyond them they lose, on the true time. It is 
which is seen during total eclipses. It is quite credible rare that this variation in the chronometer rate can be 
that portions of the rings or trains of the cosmical matter safely overlooked by a careful navigator, though it is 
then become visible and thus tend to complicate the frequently done by those whose vessels do not carry a 
figure of the corona. It belongs to future eclipses to precious burden of 1,000 or 2,000 souls. The only 
instruct us on this point. But with regard to the coronal excuse for this neglect is the positive assurance of the 
medium itself, there is no doubt that it presents singular maker that the chronometer is perfectly reliable-an 
forms, which convey but little idea of an atmosphere in assurance that is often fortified by very deceitful figures. 
equilibrium. l\loreover, I am inclined to admit that The difficulty and expense of a searching investigation 
these appearances are produced by trains of very lumi- into the errors to which every chronometer is liable 
nous and dense matter from the superior layers ploughing have long been supposed by the trade to stand in the 
this troubled medium. The protuberant jets, which way of the introduction of such chronometers only as 
carry the hydrogen to such great heights, must have a were of approved reliability. In order to obviate the 
peculiar influence upon this coronal medium, whose difficulty as far as possible, the Liverpool Observatory 
density is quite comparable to that of the cometary has been constructed by l\lr. Hartnup specially for the 
media. purpose of studying the rates of the chronometers that 

It is, then, very probable that the coronal atmosphere, may be sent thither by captains sailing from that port. 
like the chromosphere, is very much agitated, and that it The expense of the examination given to such chrono
changes its shape very rapidly, which will explain how it meters is comparatively trifling; and the number of 
presents different appearances every time it has been chronometers submitted to him has annually increased, 
observed. until by reason of the recent regulations at that port the 

To repeat: I have been able to establish at Shoolor, number of examinations has amounted to between 1,00:) 
by trustworthy and consistent observations, that the solar and 2,000 annually, the same instruments having been 
corona presents the optical characteristics of incandes- repeatedly submitted to him. The process pursued by 
cent hydrogen gas, that this very rare medium extends to 1\lr. Hartnup cons:sts in exposing each chronometer for 
very variable distances from the sun, from half a radius a week to a uniform temperature of 55°, and determining 
of the sun to about double that at certain points ; but I its rate each day; it is then for another week exposed to 
give these figures only as results of an observation, not a temperature of 70°, and then to one of 85° ; the next 
as definitive. It is quite certain, moreover, that the week it is returned to the temperature of 70°, and the 
height of the corona must be necessarily variable. last or fifth week it is exposed to the temperature of 55°, 

This result seems to be a considerable advance in the as at first. By means of general laws regulating the 
general problem of the corona. If our foreign rivals rates of chronometers it is now possible to determine 
have not obtained a result so decisive.;:. as those of the what the rate will be at other temperatures than the three 
French mission, I believe it must be attributed to the above mentioned, and knowing these, the navigator is 
altogether exceptional purity of the sky in the station able to apply the proper correction to his time-keeper 
which I chose with such pains, and also to the combined I so exactly that he need never mistake his position upon 
optical arrangements which gave to the luminous pheno- the ocean. 
mena which it was the object to catch, an exceptional I The records of the Li\·erpool Observatory for the past 
power.t JANSSE~ year show-I. That the rates of about 10 per cent. of 

the chronometers tested (those of the mercantile marine 

CHRONOMETER TESTS 
THE following, which has been sent us by the 

Scientific Editor of Harper's lVcd:ly, shows with 
what minuteness the scientific work of this country is 
studied in America, and what a critic3l audience we have 
on the other side of the water :-One of the most im
portant services that astronomy has rendered to man
kind consists in the contributions it has made to the 

* 1'!. Respi~hi, a.t Poodookotah, ma<le observations purely spectroscopic 
l\·hich confirm mine: only he fou::id the height of the coron:1 much less, 
~vhich a.ppcars to me to be due to the more feeble luminous power of his 
instrument. 

t This paper cont:iins o:1ly an an:ilysis of my ob:::cn·aticr.s: I have net 
be~n able to refer in detail to tho.,;e of other obs:rvcn. I may c ite, howc,·cr, 
the impcr1ant rems.rks of ~Ir. Lcckyer on the structure of the coron.1, tCe 
photo~r.:.phs cf Cofo:iel Tcnn:rnt, the polad -;copic cbscn·:itio:H rnac!e :it 
Jafa:i, thc!c of Capt. Frer~, l-J. O'Jdcm1.n~, and othcn. 

very generally hare the ordinary compensation b:i.lance) 
are so irregular as to render the instruments entirely unfit 
for na11tical purposes. 2. The error of adjustment for 
temperature of the remaining 90 per cent. is often so 
erroneous as to produce a change of daily rate of many 
seconds, when the temperature varies but little from either 
of the two standard points of 55~ and 85°, or thereabouts. 
3. That the best made and most carefullr adjusted in
struments gain, on the average, daily six-tenths of a 
second more at a temperature of 70° than at 55° or 85°. 
4. That those that ha\·e the same rate at 55° and 70°, or 
at 70° and 85°, lose when exposed to temp:!rature5 beyond 
these limits at the rate of 1·5 seconds daily for a change 
of J 5° in temperature. 5. Th:tt when the connection bt:
tween temperature and daily rate has been well deter
mined, it will rennin constant in goo;i jn;trumf!nt5 for a 
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long _time, which need in general to be examined only 
once m ?ne,_two, or three years. 

The vital importance of this subject to the interests of 
safe, spe~dy navigation, will be impressed upon everyone 
by_ the disaster that b_efell the Atla11tic, consequent upon 
being some twenty miles (or ninetv seconds of time) out 
in h ·~r reckoning. ' 

NOTES 

LAST Thursday the gentlemen already n:imed by us '\\"ere 
elected Fellows of the Royal Society. 

Tm: Ilaly l\Iedal for physiological research has been awarded 
to Dr. Sharpey. 

A l'ORTIO:-l of the collection made by the naturalist D'Al. 
bertis in New Guinea, and referred to in our Notes last week, 
has already arrived in England, and at the meeting of the Zoo· 
logica_l Society, on Tuesday, June 17, l\Ir. Sclater, F .R.S., 
announced that among other valuable species, it contained both 
male and female specimens of a previously unknown nird of 
Paradise of the Epimachine division, ,vith a peculiarly long and 
curved heak, which he proposed to name Dnjanphorus alberlisz~ 
after its discoverer. 

A PROJECT has been set on foot by Colonel Grant, so well 
known from his African travels, to form a loan exhibition of 
skulls ancl horns of hollow-horned animals, in order that by 
observation and comparison of a large number of characteristic 
specimens, facts may be obtained regarding the form, sexu:il 
char~cter~. and loc:ility of each particular species. It is proposed 
to hose as many as from twenty to nfty sp~cimens of each species, 
so as to be able to form group, representing every st:ige in the 
life of each, as also to show the varieties of species in different 
localities. \Vhen from three to five thous,md specimens of the 
one hundred and fifcy existing species h:ts been promised, means 
will be taken to secure the most suitable place in London for 
their exhibition. 

ARRAXGD!E;-iTS have been made, under the s1nction of Dr. 
\Vhewcll's frien:ls and executors, for the publication of a life of 
the late :\faster of Trinity, with selections from his corresponcl
dence and remains. The literary and scientific remains and cor· 
respondence will be edited by Mr. Todhunter, Lecturer, and 
ormerly Fellow of St. John's College, Cambridge. The account 

of Dr. \Vhewell's college and university career will be written 
by Mr. W. G. Clark, Senior Fello1v of Trinity College, Cam· 
bridge. Some of the most distinguished of Dr. \Vhewell's 
friends, to whom application has been privately made, have 
kindly pbced their papers at the disposal of the editors, ancl ex
pressed their .'approbition of the proposecl work. The editors 
now ask in a more public m:inncr for the lo1n of letters or other 
materi11s which will assist them in their hbours. l\lr. J. L. 
Hammond, Fello1v of Trinity, as the surviving ·executor under 
Dr. \\'hewell's will, Ins undertaken to receive, on bclulf of the 
editor;, any documents that may b~ in.trusted to them, all of 
which will be catalogued :md carefully preserved, and returned 
within such limits of time as may be prescribed. 

A C0XFEREXCE took place on Saturday, in promotion of a 
project to which we have already alluded as the "Trades 
Guild of Le:irning," for extending the advantages of university 
educ:ition to the working and middle cl:isse, of this country. 
It is proposed that local org:inisations sh:ill be formed in various 
towns, and put into communication with a central guild, for the 
purpose of defraying the cost of the attendance of duly authorised 
lecturers sent from the Universities of Oxford and Cambridge, to 
conduct cl1sses and deliver lectures on subjects, such, for example, 
as Political Economy, English Literature, Force and l\Iotion, 

Astronomy, Physical Geography, &c. Technic1l education is 
to form a leading depirtment of the scheme, and it appears that 
Nottingham, Derby, and Leicester have alre:idy made arrange• 
ments and fixed date, for receiving the lecture,, and that the 
authorities of both Universities, but tint of Cambridge especially, 
have gh·en corclial encouragement to the idea. Saturday's 
conference was \·ery fairly attended by representative working 
men in the c1p1city of delegates from so~ieties more or less nume
rou, and powerful, and the whole d:iy from eleven in the 
morning until seven_ in the evening w:is occupied in the discussion 
of the project. l\Ir. Samuel Morley, i\LP., presided for the 
first few hours, and was succeeded in the chair by Mr. Mundella, 
l\I.P. \Vith them were the Rev. II. Solly, l\Ir. James Stuart, 
11!.A., Hon. Sec. to the Syndicate, wl10 i, actively engaged in 
furthering the scheme in connection with the Universities, l\Ir. 
\Vebster, Q.C., and other gentlemen, and a few ladies. It was 
agreed th:it women should not be excluded from the advantages 
of the guild. 

Ox June 7 a meeting was held of the Druitt Testimonial Com• 
mittee, at which it was reported that a handsome silver cup, 
along with 1215!., was to be presented to Dr. Druitt, who is 
still in India. 

Tm1: subscribers to the Children's Hospital, Bristol, ha,·e re
solved to admit female practitioners to the medical staff of the 
hospital. 

THE following, in alphabetical order, have passed first-class 
in Natural Science at St. John's College, Cambridge :-Clough 
J ukes-BrO\vne, Koch, l\Iarshall, Solla,. Of the above, l\Iarshali 
has been elected to a Foundation Scholarship, Clough, Jukes. 
Browne, Koch, Sallas (scholar 1872) h:ive been awarded ex
hibitions. 

IN the last issued.Part of the Birds of Eurofe, which has 
just appeared, the name of l\Ir. Sharpe is no longer associated 
with that of ;\Ir. Dresser as co-editor. The former of these 
two gentlemen has been compelled, on account of his many 
duties at the British ;\Iuseum, to retire from his connection with 
the work which he \\·as so instrumental in org:mising, and l\Ir. 
Dresser is now sole editor. The Viscount \Vaiden; F.R.S., 
P:eside1~t of the Zoological Society, has relieved him of part of 
!us considerable task, by undertaking lo write most of the syno
nyms of the future parts, which will be sufficient gu:irantee for 
its accurn.cy and exhaustiveness. 

TnE concluding Part of Dr. W. L. Buller's Birds of J\'r.v 
Zcalaud has just been issued. The genus Ajt,·r,•x, the last dis
cussed, and most interesting in the avifauna of these islands, is 
divided into four species at least, of which A. haasti closeiy 
resembles A. o:;,x11ii, except in size, bein;:: considerably larger. 
The author aha considers that the el'i<lence, as far as it goes, is 
in favour of A. haasti differing from A. maxima of M. Jules 
Verreaux, which he thinks represents another species as large a, 
a full-grown turkey. The Introduction contains several in
teresting supplementary notes ; further facts are given in farnur 
of the Quail Hawk (Hieracid,·a 11ir..·u:-Ze11la11di(Z) being distinct 
from the Sparrow Hawk (II. brumzm); the validity of Platy
arms alpinus, as a species, is established; the Iluia bird (Hete. 
ralocha acutirostris) is placed among the Starlings, close to 
Crc,ulion instead of with the UJ:tjid,~, ancl Tribony.r: mortic1-i 
is inclnded in the New Ze1l1nd fauna. There are seven excd
lcnt plates, and a supplementary series is promised. 

THE recent changes which took pbce in French policy have 
deprived science of an activ·e and able leader in l\L Jules 
Simon, who \\·as sparing no trouble to promote new inquiries and 
restore French science to its pristine activity. His imine• 
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